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Abstract
Atraumatic subdural bleed often presents with diagnostic and management dilemma. This is a case of 
a 36‑year male who presented with acute onset headache while at rest without any focal neurodeficit. 
Computed Tomographic Scan of brain revealed subdural hematoma. Cerebral Digital Subtraction 
Angiography showed a same sided focal dye extravasation which corresponded exactly to the inner 
margin of the subdural bleed. Though the patient opted out for surgical management this imaging 
and DSA finding correlated with the “Ghost Aneurysm” concept in acute atraumatic subdural bleeds 
and its early recognition is an important imaging marker for caution for hematoma expansion. 
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Introduction
Isolated atraumatic subdural hematoma 
often has illusive etiologies. Rarely, cortical 
aneurysms[1] are associated with such 
findings. As in intraparenchymal bleed, 
subdural bleed sometimes gives a sign of 
a further increase in bleed. The following 
case report describes an image finding 
which helps to identify early on about the 
chance of further bleed in such scenario 
and hence is of immense importance for 
management.

Case Report
The following is a case of a 36‑year‑male 
presenting with sudden‑onset severe 
headache. The headache was suddenly 
occurred while lying on the couch and was 
present mainly in the anterior and the right 
part of the head. It was excruciating and 
occurred “out of blue.” There was no history 
of trauma or any preexisting comorbidity. 
After evaluation, no gross neurodeficit was 
found. Computed tomography (CT) scan 
of the brain showed the presence of right 
frontoparietal acute subdural hematoma. 
As the patient was neurologically intact, 
a neurosurgical intervention was withheld 
for the time being with critical observation 
for any deterioration. A cerebral digital 
subtraction angiography (DSA) was planned 

which showed a focal extravasation of dye 
in the M3 segment of the parietal branch 
of the right middle cerebral artery (MCA). 
The location of the focal extravasation was 
corresponding to the inner margin of the 
subdural hematoma. The presence of focal 
globular dye extravasation in such a location 
corresponding to the inner margin of subdural 
hematoma pointed toward the presence of 
“Ghost aneurysm” formation and urged for 
immediate treatment [Figure 1]. Attendants 
were counseled regarding endovascular 
management and risk of infarct after closure 
of the branch. Surgical management was 
denied by patients’ relative. However, 
the patient took leaving against medical 
advice (LAMA) and was lost to follow‑up.

Isolated atraumatic subdural hematoma 
due to aneurysm rupture is rare but has 
been reported previously.[1] It has also 
been reported due to spontaneous rupture 
of a cortical artery,[2] neoplasm[3] or 
hematological abnormality.[4] In our case, 
the patient had no history of trauma neither 
was in any exertional activity during the 
event of headache. There was a spontaneous 
severe bursting headache in lying posture 
while resting. Such clinical history points 
toward a possible spontaneous dissection 
of cortical vessel. The focal globular dye 
extravasation as seen in DSA near the 
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M3 segment of MCA vessel pointed toward a possible 
rupture in that vessel with thrombus formation due to 
blood extravasation which formed the wall of the so‑called 
“ghost aneurysm” and the dye extravasation within the wall 
of thrombus led to appearance of an aneurysm. In regard 
to above, two similar cases have been reported previously 
causing isolated atraumatic subdural hemorrhage (SDH).[5] 
In our case, however, due to the patient taking LAMA and 
not opting for treatment, further microcatheter imaging of 
the area or even craniotomy and subsequent findings could 
not be documented. In cases where ghost aneurysms have 
been reported, no such aneurysms were actually found after 
craniotomy, and hence, such angiographic abnormality has 
been correlated to “swirl sign “in CT and “spot sign “ in CTA 
implying ongoing bleed in intraparenchymal hemorrhages.[5] 
We contemplate our case to be another evidence of “Ghost 
aneurysm” based on the angiographic findings and presence 
of such findings in an SDH should caution for ongoing bleed 
and increase of SDH and thus prompts urgent management.

Conclusion
Presence of “Ghost aneurysm “should be identified as an 
early sign of ongoing bleed and hematoma expansion in a 
subdural bleed. Hence, this sign needs to be recognized for 
better management of such patients.
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Figure 1: (a) Acute subdural hematoma in right frontoparietal cortex. (b) Arrow pointing to “Ghost aneurysm” adjacent to m3 segment of the parietal branch 
of the middle cerebral artery in Lateral view of digital subtraction angiography. (c) Arrow pointing to “Ghost aneurysm” in AP view of digital subtraction 
angiography. (d) Schematic representation to show “Ghost Aneurysm (yellow arrow) in the inner margin of subdural hematoma (as shown by red line). 
(e) Arrow pointing to stasis in the” ghost aneurysm” in a venous phase of digital subtraction angiography
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